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11 Synonyms

12 Lattice-gas cellular automata (LGCA)

13 Definition

14 A lattice-gas cellular automaton (LGCA) is a spatial

15 modeling framework to analyze collective spatiotem-

16 poral behavior emerging in interacting and

17 migrating cell populations, i.e., ▶ spatiotemporal pat-

18 tern formation. LGCA represents a class of ▶ cellular

19 automata whose structure facilitates mathematical

20 analysis. Implementing movement of individuals in

21 synchronous-update cellular automaton models is not

22 straightforward, as one site in a lattice can typically

23 only contain one individual, and consequently move-

24 ment of individuals can cause collisions when two

25 individuals want to move to the same empty site. In

26 a lattice-gas cellular automaton model, this problem is

27 avoided by having separate channels for each direction

28 of movement and imposing an exclusion principle

29 (Fig. 1). The movement steps are alternated with

30interaction steps, in which processes affecting cell

31number, e.g., birth and death can be implemented by

32specifying appropriate transition probabilities. The

33lattice-gas method allows for a clear separation of

34movement and interaction effects. The lattice-gas

35idea originates from physics, where it has been used

36for describing macroscopic gas and fluid dynamics,

37through implementing simple local interactions. Not-

38withstanding the abstract nature of the local rules,

39often the overall macroscopic behavior of the system

40can be approximated very well if averages over larger

41spatial scales are considered (Wolf-Gladrow 2000).

42For a number of LGCA models, a corresponding

43lattice-Boltzmann approximation has been derived to

44analyze the emergence of spatiotemporal patterns

45(Deutsch and Dormann 2005). The idea behind the

46lattice-Boltzmann (mean-field) approximation is the

47reduction of the description of a system with many

48interacting individuals (many degrees of freedom),

49such as the LGCA, to the level of an effective, average

50description for the behavior of a single individual (few

51degrees of freedom). Assuming finite diffusion

52strength and based on the spatiotemporal mean-field

53description of the interaction process, one can often

54calculate the corresponding macroscopic partial differ-

55ential equation bymeans of a Chapman-Enskog expan-

56sion technique (Wolf-Gladrow 2000). For example,

57from the mean-field partial differential equation for

58a migration and proliferation process, one can derive

59important macroscopic observables of biological

60growth, such as the total number of particles, the per

61capita growth rate, and the invasion speed, and reveal

62their dependence on the microscopic growth and trans-

63port parameters (Hatzikirou et al. 2010a).
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64 Characteristics

65 Biological organisms are complex systems character-

66 ized by ▶ collective behavior emerging out of the

67 interaction of a large number of components (mole-

68 cules and cells). In complex systems, even if the basic

69 and local interactions are perfectly known, it is possi-

70 ble that the global (collective) behavior obeys new

71 laws that are not obviously deduced from the individ-

72 ual properties. Only an understanding of the dynamics

73 of collective effects at the molecular and cellular scale

74 allows answers to biological key questions such as:

75 What enables ensembles of molecules to organize

76 themselves into cells? How do ensembles of cells

77 create tissues and whole organisms? Key to solving

78 these problems is the design and analysis of appropri-

79 ate mathematical models of spatiotemporal pattern

80 formation. More and more evidence has been provided

81 of how populations of interacting and migrating cells

82 can contribute in a self-organized manner to the for-

83 mation of order in a developing organism. It has been

84 realized that particular type of both the cell interaction

85 and the migration are crucial, and that various combi-

86 nations allow for a wide range of patterns. Lattice-gas

87 cellular automata (LGCA) can model the interplay of

88 cells with each other and their heterogeneous environ-

89 ment (Deutsch and Dormann 2005). These models

90 describe interaction at a cell-based (microscopic)

91 scale. Cell-based models (see also “▶Cellular Potts

92 Models,” de Back et al., and “▶ Interacting Cell Sys-

93 tems,” Voss-B€ohme and Deutsch, this encyclopedia)

94 are required to extract the organization principles of

95 interacting cell systems down to length scales of the

96 order of a cell diameter in order to link the individual

97 (microscopic) cell dynamics with a particular collec-

98 tive (macroscopic) phenomenon.

99 Model Structure

100 Formally, a lattice-gas cellular automaton is defined

101 as a tuple (L; E;N I
;R) with:

102 • Velocity channels ci 2 d, i ¼ 0,. . ., b � 1, where

103 b 2  is fixed

104 • Rest channels ci 2 {0}d�d, i ¼ b; . . . ; ~b� 1 with

105 a fixed ~b 2 , ~b � b

106 • A set L ¼ rjr ¼ Pb�1
i¼0 aici with ai 2 X

n o
� d

107 called a regular lattice of dimension

108d 2, with X¼  or X¼ [0, a]�  (with boundary

109conditions)

110• A finite set of states E 2 f0; 1g~b

111• A neighborhood of interaction

112
N I ¼ eje ¼ Pb�1

i¼0 aici with ai 2 Yi

n o
� d with

113Yi � X and |Yi| < 1, i ¼ 0,. . ., b � 1

114• A local transition rule R
115While the latticeL can be infinite, the neighborhood

116of interaction N I
has to be finite. For example, an

117infinite rectangular lattice in two dimensions with

118the Moore neighborhood as the neighborhood of

119interaction can be obtained by setting X ¼ , b ¼ 4,

120c0 ¼ (1, 0)T, c1 ¼ (�1, 0)T, c2 ¼ (0, 1)T, c3 ¼ (0, �1)T

121for the velocity channels and Y0¼ Y1¼ Y2¼ Y3¼ {1}.

122The transition rule R is stochastic and specifies the

123transition probability between states. Each channel

124is either occupied or empty. The configuration at

125a node r 2 L is given by:

�ðrÞ :¼ ð�0ðrÞ; . . . ; � ~b�1ðrÞÞ 2 E ¼ f0; 1g~b; �iðrÞ
2 f0; 1g; i ¼ 0; . . . ; ~b� 1

126�i(r) ¼ 1 indicates that channel i at node r is occupied,

127while �i(r) ¼ 0 indicates an empty channel Au1(Fig. 2).

128Dynamics

129The time evolution of a lattice-gas cellular automaton

130is given by repeated application of the local transition

131rule R, which is divided into two subsequently exe-

132cuted steps: an interaction step and a migration step.

133During both steps the whole lattice is updated synchro-

134nously. The interaction step assigns a new configura-

135tion �IiðrÞ 2 E to node r 2 L with probability

136P �N r
! �IðrÞ� �

depending on the previous configura-

137tions at r and the previous configurations

138
�N r

�ðr0Þjr0 2 N I
r

n o
in the neighborhood of interac-

139tion N I
r ¼ fr þ eje 2 N Ig of r. During the migration

140step all cells move to the corresponding velocity chan-

141nels in the respective neighboring nodes, i.e., the new

142configuration �M 2 E is obtained by

143�Mi ðr þ ciÞ ¼ �iðrÞ, i ¼ 0; . . . ; ~b� 1.
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144 Applications

145 LGCA models have been developed to analyze spatio-

146 temporal pattern formation in microorganisms, cell

147 cultures, and populations of cells in developing organ-

148 isms (Deutsch and Dormann 2005; B€orner et al. 2006;

149 Moreira and Deutsch 2004). In particular, LGCA

150 model modules (a simulation platform containing var-

151 ious LGCA “model modules” with biological motiva-

152 tions can be found at www.biomodeling.info) have

153 been designed for random walk, differential adhesion,

154 contact guidance, hapto- and chemotaxis, as well as for

155 various growth and death processes (Deutsch and

156 Dormann 2005).

157 Deciphering the principles of collective cell behav-

158 ior is especially important for a better understanding of

159 tumor growth and invasion and might allow to develop

160 new therapy concepts. Besides more and more molec-

161 ular investigations, mathematical modeling of selected

162 aspects of tumor growth has become attractive within

163 the last years (e.g., Anderson and Quaranta 2008).

164 Cellular automaton models have been suggested for

165 various aspects of tumor growth (Dormann and

166 Deutsch 2002; Moreira and Deutsch 2002). In particu-

167 lar, simulations and analysis of appropriate LGCA

168 models permit to characterize different growth and

169 invasion scenarios (Hatzikirou et al. 2010b).

170 A further important motivation for a discrete cell-

171 oriented approach is that in cancerous systems, behav-

172 ior often depends on fluctuations at the individual cell

173 level, for example, at the front of invading tumors and

174 during metastases formation. Obviously,

175 corresponding mathematical cancer models have to

176 be of a discrete nature and LGCA models are promis-

177 ing candidates.

178Cross-References

179▶Cellular Automata

180▶Cellular Potts Model

181▶Collective Behavior

182▶ Interacting Cell Systems

183▶Spatiotemporal Pattern Formation
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Lattice-Gas Cellular Automaton Models for Biology,
Fig. 1 Movement in (a) a simple one-dimensional cellular

automaton model (with just two states “empty” and “occupied”),

and (b) in a corresponding lattice-gas cellular automaton model.

Filled circles indicate occupied sites and channels, respectively.
In the cellular automaton two individuals, from position 1 and 3,

intend to move to position 2, causing a “collision”, as a single

site can only contain one individual. As a result, an additional

rule has to be implemented that governs which of the two

possible configurations arises. In contrast, in the lattice-gas

simulation, each movement direction refers to a separate

channel, and thus collisions are impossible. The result of the

movement step (t + 1) will be that both channels in position 2

will be occupied

C0C0
C4

C3

C2

C1

C6

C5

C4

C3

C2
C1

Lattice-Gas Cellular
Automaton Models for
Biology, Fig. 2 Nodes of
a rectangular and a hexagonal
two-dimensional lattice. There
are four velocity channels c0,
c1, c2, c3, and one rest channel

c4, and six velocity channels

c0, c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, and one

rest channel c6, respectively.
Filled circles denote occupied
channels
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